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SUMMARY
An investigation of the effect of beam loading on impact loads and
motions has been conducted in the Langley impact basin. Water impact
tests of flat-bottom 5-inch- and 8-inch-beam models having beam-loading
coefficients CA from 62.5 to 544 and a 30 ° dead-rise 5-inch-beammodel
having beam-loading coefficients from 208 to 530 are described and the
results analyzed to show trends of these heavy-beam-loading data with
initial flight-path angle, trim angle, dead-rise angle, and time through-
out the impact. Data from flat-bottom model tests, CA = 4.4 to 36.5,
and from 30 ° dead-rise model tests, CA = 0.58 and 18.8, are included,
along with the heavy-beam-loading data; and variations of these data
with beam-loading coefficients are shown. Each of the load and motion
coefficients is found to be directly proportional to a power factor of
CA. For instance, the maximum impact lift coefficient CL,ma x is found
to be directly proportional to Cf "33 for the flat-bottom model and
Cf "45 for the 30 ° dead-rise model. These variations of CL,ma x with
CA are found to be in agreement with theoretical variations.
Finally, an empirical equation for the prediction of CL,ma x is
presented and is shown to give good agreement with experimental CL,ma x
for about 500 fixed-trim smooth-water impacts. The range of variables
included dead-rise angles from 0 ° to 30 °, beam-loading coefficients
from 0.48 to 544, trim angles from 3° to 45 ° , and initial flight-path
angles from about 2° to about 27 ° .
INTRODUCTION
At the Langley impact basin a program has been under way to deter-
mine the effects of model configuration on water impact loads and motions
of chine-immersed bodies for a range of landing conditions. This program
has included investigations of the effects of longitudinal and transverse
shape, including curvature and dead rise, at beam-loading coefficients
up to 36 (refs. i to 6). Narrow hydro-skis h_ving very high beamloading
have becomeof interest for applications requiring impact-load allevia-
tion, for example, on high-speed water-based _lircraft. Therefore, an
investigation of the effect of very high beamloading on water impact
loads and motions has been made, and the results are reported herein.
In order to extend the range of beam-loading coefficient C_
above 36, water-landing tests of O° and 30° dead-rise narrow-beammodels
were conducted. A 30° dead-rise 5-inch-beam model was tested with C_
from 208 to 530, and flat-bottom (0° dead rise) 5-inch- and 8-inch-besm_
models were tested with C_ from 62.5 to 544. Time histories of the
loads and motions were measuredas the models impacted at fixed trim on
smoothwater.
In this report the tests of the narrow-beammodels are described
and the results are analyzed to show trends of these high beam-loading
data with time, initial flight-path angle_ and dead-rise angle. Data
are then included for beam-loading coefficients from 0.58 to 544, and
variations of impact loads and motions for this range of beam-loading
coefficients are shown. Theoretical _ariaticns of maximumimpact lift
coefficient with beam-loading coefficient ar_ shownand comparedwith
the experimental variations. Finally, an emlirical equation for the
prediction of maximumimpact lift coefficient is developed and compared











vertical component of resultant _drodynamic force normal
to undisturbed water surface, ib
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec 2
distance from step-keel point to _enter of pressure, ft
pitching moment about the step-ke._l point, ft-lb
impact-load factor normal to undisturbed water surface,
time after water contact_ sec
Fv/W
3V resultant velocity, ft/sec
W dropping weight, ib
i velocity of model parallel to undisturbed water surface,
ft/sec
draft of step-keel point normal to undisturbed water surface,
ft




flight-path angle, relative to undisturbed water surface, deg
mass density of water, 1.938 slugs/cu ft
trim angle, deg
CL impact lift coefficient,
FV
Cd draft coefficient, z/b
Ct time coefficient, Vot/b








CA beam-loading coefficient, W
pgb3
Subscripts :
instant of initial contact with water surface
max maximum
APPARATUSANDTESTPROCEDURE
These tests were conducted in the Langley impact basin which is
described in reference 7 along with its basJc instrumentation. The
equipment consists of a catapult, a testing carriage to which the model
is attached, associated instrumentation for measuring loads and motions
of the model, and an arresting gear. The model is attached to the car-
riage at all times by a boommountedon a parallel linkage which permits
the model to move freely relative to the carriage in the vertical
direction.
Models
Drawings and pertinent dimensions of tle three models used in these
tests are shownin figure l(a), and photogrsphs of the models mounted on
the impact basin carriage are shownin figure l(b). The models were
basically of sheetmetal construction and were designed so that any deflec-
tion under load could be considered negligible. The chines were sharp
enough to insure flow separation, and the parts of the models above the
chines therefore had no effect on the test results. The nose shapes
were determined by operational considerations and had no effect on the
test results.
The 30° dead-rise model was 14 feet in overall length with a beam
of 5 inches. In plan form it had a transverse step, a prismatic section
12 feet long, and a nose 2 feet long which tapered to a point. A
Fiberglas covered woodenbottom with a constant 30° dead-rise angle was
attached to the sheetmetal body. With this model the range of CA
covered was 208 to 530.
The flat-bottom 5-inch-beam model consisted of the samesheetmetal
body used in the 30° dead-rise model with a flat steel sheet replacing
the woodendead-rise bottom. With this model a range of C_ from 208
to 544 was covered.
The flat-bottom 8-inch-beam model was used to cover a range of C_
from 62.5 to 133.7. This model had a rectangular plan form, a 12-foot-
long flat bottom, and a 1-foot-long pulled-up nose giving an overall
length of 13 feet.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation for each test consisted of an accelerometer, a
dynamometer, a water-contact indicator, and slectrical pickups for
5measuring displacements and velocities. The data from these instruments_
together with timing at intervals of O.01 second, were recorded on a multi-
channel oscillograph.
Accelerations were measured in the vertical direction by unbonded
strain-gage-type accelerometers. For each test the range of the accel-
erometer and the flat frequency response of the circuit incorporating
the accelerometer were as follows:
Model Accelerometer













Pitching moments My about the step were obtained from a strain-gage-
type dynamometer mounted between the model and the carriage boom.
(Moments were measured about the front attachment point and were trans-
ferred to the step.) Moments due to the acceleration of the mass below
the dynamometer were calculated and were found to be negligible.
Model contact with the water was indicated by means of an electric
circuit completed by the water. Horizontal and vertical displacements
were obtained from a photoelectric cell and slide wire, respectively,
as described in reference 7. Vertical velocity of the model was deter-
mined by electrically differentiating the displacement measured by the
slide wire.
In general, the apparatus used in the tests yields measurements
that are believed to be correct within the following limits:
Horizontal velocity, ft/sec .................. _0.5
Vertical velocity, ft/sec ................... iO.2
Vertical displacement, in ................... ±0.2
Acceleration, g ........................ ±0.05
Weight, ib .......................... ±I0
Time, sec ........................... ±0.002
The time at which maximum values occurred is less precise than the
±0.002 second given in this table because of difficulty in choosing the
point at which the maximum occurred, although the time of the chosen
point can be determined within _0.002 second.
Test Procedure
A series of impacts were made, at fixed trim in smooth water for
a range of trim, velocity, flight-path angle, and dropping weight. The
dropping weight ranged from 933 pounds to 2,472 pounds, beam-loading
coefficient from 62.5 to 544, trim angle from 3° to 30U, and initial
flight-path angle from about 2° to about 20° . The resultant velocity
at contact ranged from about 30 feet per second to about 90 feet per
second. Throughout each impact a force equal in magnitude and opposite
in direction to the total weight of the model and drop linkage was
applied to simulate wing lift. A summaryof the flight-path angles
covered at each test condition of trim and beamloading with each model
is presented in table I.
RESULTS
The results of the tests of the heavy-beam-loading models are pre-
sented in tables II to IV. Data from tests of the 5-inch-beam 30° dead-
rise model are presented in table II as basic measuredquantities, and
in table Ill in coefficient form. Basic measuredquantities and coeffi-
cient data from tests of flat-bottom 5- and 8-inch-beam models are pre-
sented in table IV. Data are presented in these tables for the instants
of maximumlift, maximummoment,maximumdaaft, and exit during rebound.
Typical variations of very high beam-loading water-impact data with
time and with initial flight-path angle are presented in figures 2 and 3.
In figure 2 typical time histories of coefficients of impact lift, moment,
velocity, draft, and center of pressure ar_ shownfor three flight path
angles for the 30° dead-rise model at 15° _,rim, and beam-loading coeffi-
cient of 208. It can be seen that the loa(_ and momenthave been very
gradually applied and have sustained flat _i_eaksespecially at the lower
flight-path angles. These flat peaks, along with small superposed
instrument or structural vibrations which have been faired out, made
determination of the time of the peaks somewhatuncertain. Because of
this uncertainty, more scatter appears, in general, in those coefficients
which are read at the time of a peak of s_e other quantity. In figure 3
typical variations of coefficient data with initial flight-path angle
7o are shownfor the instants of maximumimpact lift, maximummoment,
maximumdraft, and exit during rebound. The data presented are for a
dead-rise angle of 30°, a beam-loading coefficient of 208, and a trim
of 9° . Coefficients of impact lift and mordentare shownto change very
little (generally about i0 percent for the trims and beamloadings of
these tests) between the instants of maximamlift and maximummoment.
This small change can be explained by observing that the maximumsoccur
at nearly the sametime. In figure 3, whe_ Ct is plotted against To,
7maximum moment occurs slightly after maximum lift. Also, in figure 2,
it is observed that the rates of change of these coefficients are small
in the region of their maximums. The variations shown in figures 2
and 3 are similar in character to those shown in references i to 6 for
beam-loading coefficients from 4.4 to about 36.0. This similarity indi-
cates that no change of trends with initial flight-path angle occurs
even with large changes of beam loading.
DISCUSS ION
Effect of Beam Loading
The changes of the load and motion coefficients caused by a change
of beam loading can be seen from figures 4 and 5, where variations of
the coefficients are shown as functions of time (fig. 4) and of initial
flight-path angle (fig. 5) for a range of beam-loading coefficients.
Included in these and subsequent plots are data for beam loadings
obtained from previous investigations (refs. 1 to 6 and 8 to ii). Time
histories of CL, Cm, Cd, and C_ are presented in figure 4 for the
30 ° dead-rise model at a trim of 15 ° and CA of 208 and 530. Variations
of the coefficients with initial flight-path angle are presented in fig-
ure 5 for 30 ° dead-rise models at a trim of 15° and CA of 0.58, 18.8,
300, and 530. Both figures show noticeable increases with increasing
CA of all the coefficients except C_ in figure 5.
Beam-loadin_ reduction factors.- Analysis of the experimental data
indicated that for a given dead-rise angle, flight-path angle, and trim
angle, each of the coefficients is proportional to CAP , where the value
of the exponent p depends on the coefficient under consideration and
the dead-rise angle 8. Values of p were determined by empirical
trial and error means and are given in the following table:
Coefficient
Impact lift coefficient, CL .............
Pitching-moment coefficient, Cm ...........
Draft coefficient, Cd ................
Time coefficient, Ct ................
Vertical-velocity coefficient, C_ ..........
cAP factors






8Figure 6 shows the time histories presented in figure 4 reduced by
the appropriate cAP factor. From this fiD_re it can be concluded that
CAP factors reduce the coefficients to substantially a single variation
at least to the stage of maximum draft. Figure 7 shows reduced data for
a 0° dead-rise model at trims of 3° , 6°, 15°_ and 30°, initial flight-
path angles from 2° to about 22 °, and beam-loading coefficients from 1
to 544 Figure 8 shows data for a 30 ° dead-rise angle at trims of 6°
9° , 15 °, and 30 °, initial fllght-path angles from about 2° to about 27 °,
and beam loading coefficients from 0.58 to 530. It may be concluded
from figures 7 and 8 that the empirically devised factors reduce the
data for a large range of beam-loading coefficients to essentially a
single variation for each trim angle.
In figure 9 the empirically determined trends of CL,ma x with CA
are compared with trends predicted by the theory of reference 12. Maxi-
mum impact lift coefficient is shown for 0c_ and 30 ° dead-rise angles_
CA from 1 to 600, trim of 15 °, and flight-path angle of 20 °. As shown
by figure 9, the trend cf CL,ma x with CL_ predicted by reference 12
is not a simple power function of C2_ howcver_ for the range of CA
shown, a simple power function is a good a1_proximation. The empirically
determined trends are seen to approximate the theoretical curves rea-
sonably well, so that agreement between the theoretical and empirical
trends with beam loading is indicated.
Lift reduction due to dead rise.- The effect of a change of beam
loading on the reduction of lift caused by an increase of dead-rise
angle can be seen from figures 9 and lO. _he theoretical curves of
figure 9 show that an increase of dead-ris,_ angle from 0° to 30 °
decreases the maximum impact lift coeffici,_nt by about 30 percent at
CA of 19 and by about 20 percent at CA of 530. In figure lO experi-
mental maximum impact lift coefficient is 3hown for 0° and 30 ° dead-rise
angles at CA of 18.8 and about 530. The experimental data of figure lO
show that an increase in dead-rise angle f_om 0° to 30 ° decreases maximum
impact lift coefficient by about 35 percen] at CA of 18.8 and by only
about 15 percent at CA of about 530. It may be concluded therefore
that the importance of dead-rise angle variations as a means of varying
impact lift decreases as beam loading increases.
Empirical CL,ma x Equation
The large amount of experimental data covering large ranges of
trim, dead rise, flight-path angle, and beam loading available in
tables III and IV and in references 1 to 1L suggested the possibility
9of establishing empirically an equation for the prediction of maximum
impact lift coefficient CL,ma x. A form which may be assumed for such
an equation can be inferred from figures 8 and 9. The CL,ma x curves
of figure 8 indicate that CL,ma x may be considered as proportional to
(7o)s, where the constant of proportionality and the exponent s both
depend on the trim angle T. The curves of figure 9 indicate that
CL,ma x is proportional to CAP , where this constant of proportionality
and the exponent p depend on the dead-rise angle _. Based on these
considerations, an equation has been assumed in the following form:
CL,ma x = fl(T)f2(_)yof3(T)CJ 4(_)
Analysis of the experimental data yielded the following empirical
expressions for the unknown functions:
fl(_) : 0.0125 + 0.000963T
f2(G) : 1.0 - 0.0806_ 0"56
f3(_) : 1.8 - o.29T °'3
f4(_) = 0.333 + 0.0141_ 0"566
In figure Ii, CL,ma x predicted by this equation is compared with
experimental CL,ma x for about 500 fixed trim, smooth-water impacts.
The range of variables includes dead-rise angles from 0 ° to 30 °, beam-
loading coefficients from 0.48 to 544, trim angles from 3° to 45 °, and
flight-path angles from about 2° to about 27 °. Figure ll shows that the
empirical equation gives values of CL,ma x generally within about
15 percent of the experimental value.
CONCLUSIONS
An investigation of the effect of beam loading on impact loads and
motions has been conducted in the Langley impact basin. Landing impact-
loads data were included for 0° dead-rise models having beam-loading
coefficients C_ from 1 to 544 and 30 ° dead-rise models having beam-
loading coefficients from 0.58 to 530; the following conclusions were
reached:
i. The following beam-loading coefficient CA factors were found
to reduce the data to essentially a single variation with initial flight-
path angle for a given trim angle v and dead-rlse angle, _:
JO
Coefficient
Impact lift coefficient, CL .............
'Momentcoefficient, Cm ...............
Draft coefficient, Cd ................
Time coefficient, Ct ................
Vertical-velocity coefficient, C_ ..........
cAP ft_ctors






2. The importance of increasing dead-ri_:e angle as a means of
reducing impact lift is shoml theoretically End experimentally to decrease
as beam loading increases. Experimentally, an increase of dead-rise angle
from 0 ° to 30 ° is shown to decrease maximum _mpact lift coefficient by
about 35 percent at a beam-loading coefficiemt of 18.8 and by only about
15 percent at a beam-loading coefficient of _bout 530.
3. The following equation for the predi_:tion of maximum impact lift
coefficient CL,m_ x was determined empirically and was shown to give
good agreement with experimental data over a range of dead-rlse angle
from O ° to 30 ° , trim angle • from 3° to 45 °, beam-loading coeffi-
cient C_ from 0.48 to 544, and initial flight-path angle To from
about 2° to about 27°:
CL,ma x = fl(T)f2(_)7of3(_)Cf 4(_)
where
fl('r) = 0.O125 + 0.000965"F
f2(l_) = 1.0 - 0.080613O'5_
f3(_) = 1.8- 0.29T °'-_
f4(_) = 0.353 + 0.0141_ 0"566
Langley Research Center,
NatioDal Aeronautics and Space Administcation_
Langley Field, Va., October i, 195_.
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TABLEI.- SUMMARYOFTESTC(,NDITIONS
T, deg CA W, lb To, deg
























































































TABLE II.- BASIC MEASURED QUANTITIES FROM TESTS OF A 5-1NCH-BEAM, 30 ° DEAD-RISE MODEL
At contact At _xim_ load At zaxlmtua moment At maxim_ draft At exit
Xo, I_o, I Vo, I 7o, t, I nl _l,b I z, Iz, ;t, [ t_,1 nl Iz, Iz , t, I z, [ nl I t__l t, z,fps fps fps deg sec £t ft fps isec f b ft fps see ft f - b sec fps
i
= 3°; W = 933 lb
87.7 3.8 87.8 2.48 0.13 0.38 1,402 0.41 2.7 0.23 1,924 0.55 0.60 1.5 0.41 0.72 0.08 362 ..........
75.8 3.7 75,8 2.76 .14 .31 1,272 .43 2.6 .23 I,_i .51 ,59 1.7 .40 .72 ,20 936 ..........
69.0 4.6 69.1 3.76 .14 .40 1,979 .52 3.0 .22 2,563 .58 .71 2.0 .44 .91 .27 1,231 ..........
69.0 5,8 69.2 4,82 .i0 .57 3,619 .52 4,5 .15 4,281 ,56 .70 3.5 .43 1,18 .31 1,744 ..........
62.1 6.0 62,4 5,54 .14 ,56 3,678 .60 4.4 .14 3,678 .56 .72 5.8 .47 1.27 .28 598 ..........
)4.8 6.0 55,1 6.26 ,ii ,53 2,76_ .58 4.3 .14 3,235 ,51 .70 3.9 .49 1.30 ,29 895
51.2 7.2 51,7 8.06 .12 ,66 4,855 .68 5,4 .12 4,855 ,66 .73 5.2 .41 1.55 .44 1,949 ..........
= 60; W = 933 ib
85.5 3.9 85.6 2.64 0.17 0.49 1,743 0.49 2.0 0.17 1,743 0.49 0.49 2.0 0.52 0-63 0.5% 1,078 ..........
82.0 5.8 82.1 2.74 .18 ,45 1,497 ,57 2.1 .24 1,590 .43 .66 1.2 .55 .72 .28 957 ..........
59,5 10.6 60.4 6.05 .15 ,57 4,9_ .97 6,2 .23 5,528 .51 1.22 3.7 .34 1.38 .32 3,502 ..........
)6.0 7.7 56.6 7.81 .14 .76 3,747 .95 5.3 .25 4,330 .67 1.50 5.1 .44 1.59 ,55 1,700 ..........
61.9 9.7 62.7 8.93 .13 1.07 5,487 1.07 6.3 .16 6,650 1.03 1.25 5.2 .42 1.77 .43 2,288 .........
6_.5 I0.3 65.5 9.09 .13 1.18 6,546 i.i0 6.9 .17 7,462 1.10 1.56 5.5 .59 1.86 .48 2,589 ..........
52,6 9.4 53.5 10.09 .14 .90 4,44h 1,05 6.5 .17 5,425 .85 1,24 5,5 .47 1-93 .... 1,889 ..........
52.6 10,7 53.7 11.48 .14 1.08 6,489 1.24 6.7 .17 7,017 -99 1,42 5,9 .40 2.05 .... 4,509 ..........
48.8 10.6 49.9 12.27 .15 1.04 6,280 1.27 6.9 .18 7,080 .98 1.45 6.0 .41 2.14 .... 5,031
42.7 9.4 43,8 12.56 .17 .81 5,002 1.54 5.8 ,19 5,185 .80 1,44 5,5 ,45 2.12 .... 3,927 ]---- [--]['-
T = 90; W = 935 ib
86.2 4,7 86,3 5.16 0,17 0.65 1,751 0.60
75,2 8.4 75,7 6,56 .15 .98 3,615 ,99
62.1 10.6 63.0 9.64 .15 1.15 4,297 1.13
52,1 8.9 52.8 9,69 ,15 ._ 3,234 1.13
43.6 9.9 44,7 12,84 .17 .64 5,805 1,51
44.8 10.6 46.1 15,25 .14 .96 3,781 1.22
35,8 8.6 34, 9 14.26 .19 .62 2,734 1,28
39.2 10.5 5A.2 15.o4 .15 1.64 5,671 1,2o
33.3 10.8 35.0 17.88 .14 .85 3,459 1.29
86.2 3.7 86.5 2,52 0.28 0.29 2,208
74.1 5.7 74.3 4.40 .25 .39 4,310
67.1 6.0 67.4 5.10 .27 .36 15,843
68.5 7.8 68.9 6.47 .26 -53 7,491
57.5 8.4 57-9 8.29 .27 .48 7,254
63,5 9,7 64.2 8,65 .24 .6_ lO,133
[56.4 lO.O 57.3 10.oo .23 .57 5,802
2.1 0.17 1,751 0.65 0,6o 2.1
4.6 .22 3,783 .87 1,20 2.4
6.9 .21 5,675 1.o2 1.54 4.0
5.8 .22 5,746 .75 1,47 4.2
6.5 .23 4,121 .78 1.62 4.7
7.4 .23i4,857 .82 1.75 4.9
5,4 ,26 2,962 .57 1.59 4.0
7.7 ,2215,058 1.48 1.76 5,1
7-5 ,24 4,497 .73 1,91 15.5
T = 90; W = 2,390 ib
0.79 2.1 0.39 2,_2 0.28!0.93 0.7
1.18 3.4 .32 4,999 .39!1-38 2.6
0.29 0.71 0.50 1,409 ..........
.30 1.29 .61 2,478 ..........
.36 1.79 .57 5,475 ..........
.43 1.8_ .hO 2,251
.45 2.09 .42 2,2_ 1111I::111
.46 2.21 .41 2,425 .........
•55 2.08 .33 1,408 1.63 -1.55
-49 2.30 .77 2,343 1-39 -2-53
.51 2.52 .... 2,371 ..........
0.49 0.97 0.24 2,083 ..........
.5_ 1.65 .29 4,097 .........
1.22 3.5 ........................ 61 1.77 .... 18,637 ..........
1.65 4.9 ,56 8,240 .49 1.99 3.2 .57 2.53 .... 7,398 ..........
1.85 5.4 .53 7,820 .46 2.09 4.4 .61 2.70 .... 7,297 ..........
1.8816.1 .27 L0,788 .63 2,06 5,6 .53 2.80 .... L0,915 ..........
1.86 i6.5 ......................... 57 2.9_ .... 2,425 ..........
T = 15°; W = 935 lb
85.5 3.9 85.6 2.62 0.13 0.67 1,894 0.41 2.1 0.16 1,477 0.67 0.46 1.6 0.22 0.51 0.63 1,711 O.D3 -2.4
83.0 3.9 85.1 2.71 .16 .67 1,313 .44 1.6 .16 1,313 ,67 .44 1.6 .25 .49 .54 462 .55 -2.0
'81,3 4.2 81.4 2.94 .17 .62 1,557 ,48 1.7 .23 1,467 ,62 .54 .5 .25 .54 ,57 1,706 .58 -2.5
87.0 5.3 87.1 3.44 .16 .85 1,459 .59 2.6 .18 1,_h4 ,83 .62 1.5 .25 .66 .71 1,058 .55 -3.1
85,3 6.2 83.6 4.20 .16 ,9/+ 1,816 .75 2.8 .22 1,675 .92 .8_ 1.2 .25 .85 .82 1,937 .58 -3.6
74.6 8.2 75.1 6,26 .15 l.Oh 2,571 ,85 4.1 .25 2,983 ,96 1.07 1-5 .27 1.i0 .85 2,532 .71 -3.5
75.8 8.4 r6.2 6.35 .16 1.15 2,725 1.05 4.1 .16 1,725 1.15 1.05 4.1 .27 1.26 .94 1,479 ..........
73.5 8.8 74.1 6.87 .18 1.20 5,065 1.15 3.4 .22 3,191 1.10 1.25 1.9 .28 1.28 .85 2,165 .70 -5.6
69.4 8.4 _0.0 6.89 .16 1.09 1,317 1.06 4.3 .25 777 1.02 1.25 1.8 .28 1.28 .85 1,201 .74 -4.1
56.8 7.2 57.5 7.27 .18 .80 1,575 1.03 3.9 .23 990 .75 1.18 2.5 .53 1.29 .57 653 .88 -5.0
62,5 8.8 63.1 8.05 .16il.06 1,128 1,12 4.8 .21 843 1.03 1,30 5.1 .51 1.46 .75 701 .82 -_-9
52.0 8.4 52.6 9.22 .16 I .89 965 1.i0 5.5 .23 404 .83l 1.40 3.5 .57 1.60 .58 195 1.02 -3.0
61.7 i0.i 62.6 9.27 .15 1.24 5,666 1.25!5.8 .22 4,146 i.ll i 1.54 5.1 .52 1.68 .82 2,817 .86 -5.7
62.1 i0,2 65,0 9.55 .17 1,28 956 1.38 5.1 ,24 180 i.i0 1.6212.7 ,32 1.70 .83 9 .84 -4,1
62.1 10.6 65,0 9.69 ,13 1.24 2,1_8 1.15 7.0 .20 723 1.20 1,50:3.8 .31 1.68 .82 391 ,82 -4,4
61.9 10.7 62.8 9.81 .15 1.25 3,790 1.54 6.4 ,22 4,276 1.15 1.69 3,6 ._ 1.88 ,75 2,611 ..........
59,2 10.4 60.1 9.92 .15 1.24 4,038 1.25 6,1 .22 4,515 1.15 1.55 3.5 .35 1.72 .68 2,706 .95 -3,3
61.5 10.8 62,5 9.97 .15 1.24 5,_6 1.32 6.0 .22 4,518 1.13 1,64 3,2 .54 1,81 .70 2,569 ..........
59-5 10,6 60.4 i0,00 .15 I.i0 16,744 1.19 6,5 ......................... 34 1,65 ,65 10,602 .92 -3.3
61.0i11.1 62.0 10.50 .16 1.28 4,638 1.31 6.3 .24 5,07311.14 1.68 3.1 .32 1.80 .87 5,984 .90 -4.3
52.0 10.6 )3.0 ii.54 .15 i,i0 985 1.33 6.6 .22 208!i,03 1.70 4.2 .39 1.98 .60 35 1,o5 -3.4
50.0 i0.9 _1.2 12.29 .15 1.12 3,352 1.55 7-0 .23 3,587 !i.00 1.77 4.2 .40 2.07 .58 1,739 1.19 -2.8
48.0 11.3149.5 13.23 .12 1.18 3,339 1.27 8.6 .19 4,405 1.15 1.75 5.9 .59 2.24 .66 2,912 1.19 -5.0
43,5 i0.5144,7 13.65 ,19 .97 592 1.60 5.9 .23 47i .59 1.80 4.7 .44 2.22 .49 19 1.3o -3.1
42.1!10.8 45,5 14.29 .16 1.02 2,9_2 1.42 7.2 .18 3,281!1,01 1,56 6.8 ,44 2,28 .DO 1,892 1.43 -2.5
45.5111.4 45.0 14.69 .i7 1.14 3,869 1.68 7-i .19 4,067 1.07 1.81 6.4 .41 2.4_ .89 2,786 1.37 -2,5
58.9 ii.5 40.6 16.48 .16 1.05 3,517 1.56 7.7 .31 3,991 .83 2.3_ 3.2 .45 2.52 .49 2,354 1.48 -2.5
35,2!10.7 36.8 16.95 .20 ,8_ 295 1.70 6.8 .25 65 .79 1,88 5,9 .50 2,59 ,43 500 1,70 -2,2
33,7 10.4 35.2 17.20 ,16 .85 409 1.47 7.2 .21 58 .82 1,79 6.2 .51 2.57 .41 235 1.67 -2,1
54.1 11.5 56.0 18.61 .17 ,99 3,622 1.69 7.9 .24 4,043 .90 2.14 5.8 .48 2,76 .51 2,522 1.64 -2.0
L28.7 10.8 30.7 20.55 ,16 .76 420 1,50 7.6 .23 220 .71 1.95 6.0 .57 2.81 .35 9A 1.86 -1.7
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TABLE II.- BASIC MEASURED QUANTITIES FROM TESTS OF A 5-1NCK-BEAM, 50 ° DEAD-RISE MODEL - Concluded
fps At contact _! At maxim__Xo, Zo, Vo, 7o, I t, ni ftfps fps deg !sec
I
4.3 78.2 3.21 o.19 o.52 1,150
76.5 7.2 76.7 5.42 .16 .91 5,400
66.4 10.3 67.2 8.76 .21 i.i0 5,814
59.9 10.8 60.8 10.19 .15 1.02 4,753
52.9 10.5 93.9 ii.00 .21 .90 5,014
42.2 10.5 45.4 15.75 .29 .71 4,605
57-6 10.4 59.0 15.42 .21 .71 4,004
52.9 ll.O 54. 7 18.54 .25 .65 3,881
85.51 4.7185.6 3.15 0.26 0.51 1,882
74.91 4.7175.1 3.59 .24 .45 .....
70.41 6.1170.7 4.94 .24 -55 2,903
45.21 4.9145.5 6.09 .34 .25 915
66.01 7.9166.5 6.84 .25 .64 5,746
48.21 6.1148.6 7.17 .28 .55 1,686
50.81 7.8151.4 8.76 .24 .52 5,398
63.7110.9164.6 9.71 .21 .89 6,512
36.81 6.4137.3 9.92 .33 .35 2,499
51.31 9.7152.2 10.73 .22 .64 3,914
48.51 9.6149.2 11.25 .23 .59 4,160
44.61 9.6145.7 12.18 .22 .54 3,816
41.21 9.7142.4 13.29 .25 .52 5,931
86.2 5.2 86.5 2.1610.27 0.30 5,957
87.0 3.5 87.0 2.22:.19 .33 1,258
80.6 3.6 80.7 2.58' .50 .57 2,249
76.6 5.0,76.8 3.65 .29 .39 3,055
78.1 5.0i78.5 3.671 .19 .40 2,578
72.7 5.5172.9 4.58 .51 .47 3,611
71.7 5.8 F£._ 4.57! .21 .43 5,(X)_ .95 5.81 .27!5,576 ._5 1.15 2.8
67.8 7.1168.2 6.01 .25 .51 4,275 1,55 4.01 .52 4,408 ._8 1.55 2.6
45.7 4.9_49-9 6.06_ .28 .25 2,195 1.05 5.01 .33_2,333 .95 1.19 2.6
67.8 7.6 68.2 6.45 .26 .58 5,145 1,50 4.21 .29 5,554 -}7 1.61 5.6
60.6 8.2 61.2 7.71 .24 .55 4,852 1.57 4.71 .55 5,530 ._i 1.91 3.2
65.5 9.6i64.0 8.671 .21 .66 6,5/+9 1.68 6.51 .58 7,378 .58 2.42 5.2
61.7 9.7162.5 8.96! .22 .64 6,557 1.76 6.21 .55 6,878 .76 2.55 5.6
54.4 9.8 55.2 10.251 .25 .58 5,844 1.85 6.5 .5916,666 .51 2.54 5.5
49.1 9.9i50.i 11.55! .22 .54 5,608 1.78 7.0 .45 6,252 .+4 2.76 5.4
45.9 9.8i_o._2.o4 j .52 .57 7,78 2,_ 9.61 .40!7,_9 ._ 2.78 7.2
T : 300; W = 933 ]b
80.5 5.8180.4 2.75!0.16 0.79 966
75.2 8.2iP_.b 6.241 .19 1.47 2,160
_65.1 iO.61b.4-.U 9.50:.20 1.46 2,588
143.7 lO.l14_.b 13.07 .22 .98 2,270
/55.5 10.7155.0 17.85 .22 .86 2,585
127.9i0.7r29.9 20.911 .22 .69 1,852
87.oi 5.5187.o2.22 0.25 0.481 850
78.11 4.8178.5 5.59 .25 .5512,009
68.51 8.5169.0 7.11 .28 .7414,470
62.11 9.6162.8 8.8(: .24 .7915,104
55.21 9.71)b.Z 9.91 .52 .65, .....
49.0l 9.8190.0 ll.5] .52 .6014,214
45.5110.0144.0 12.97 .58 .5113,817
load At maximum moment l At maximum draft I At q K_t I
I
Z, z, t, ! My, n z, z, t, z, My, t, z, i
-  oi o i-
I I
= 15°; W = 1,515 _b
o.6-  1,11o 1.7 .540.780.59 485.........
98 42 .25i5,580 .8'_1.20 25 .511.29 67 2,_7---.. ---.111.67 4.8 .21,5,814 1.10 1.67 .37 2.02 .75 4,252
1.37 7.31 .24 6,158 .98 1.91 4.6 .41 2.27 .64 4,660
z.79 5.81 .21 5,014 .9O 1.79 5 8 .46 2.44 .51 5,542
2.51 4.81 .56 5,164 .68 2.59 [ .57 2.88 .54 2,582
1.90 6.9l .30!5,1o8 .71 2.44 _ 9 .58 5.09 .... 3,125
2.11 7.31 .554,978 .61 2.80 ] .62 3.56 i.... 5,086
= 15°; W = 1,767 ib
IO.89 1.8 O.39 2,050 O._8 O-97 0.3 0.56 0.98 0.45 1,776 0.86 -2.7
I .88 2.4 ..................... 38 1.o5 .38 ..... 1.00 -2.5
,1.z_ 2.9 .3215,195.:5 1.36 1.7 .41 1.44 .45 2,640 i.i0 -2.8
11.59 2.8 .59 950 .:5 1.47 2.5 .66 1.82 .18 481 ........
1.45 4.7 .534,307 .(0 1.75 2.3 .48 1.88 .59 2,534 ........ ]
l.k9 4.0 .37 2,050 ._5 1.80 2.9 .66 2.21 .20 1,055 i.........
1.61 4.9 .28 5,68O .!;1 1.79 4.3 .58 2.35 .27 2,062, ........ I
1,89 6.2 .52 7,268 .79 2.41 5.2 .49 2.65 .48 4,224 .........
1.65 3.7 .53 2,499 .33 1.65 .5.7 .85 2.37 .10 467, ........
1.75 6.0 .24 4,924 J-/_. 1.85 5.6 .60 2.85 .29 2,5.55 .........
1.80 6.2 .47 5,145 .J'_9 2.70 1.8 .58 2.80_ .52 .5,184, ........
1.78 6.6 .39 5,063 .l.Z 2.60 5.6 .67 3.01 .26 2,816 .........
1.84 6.5 .42 5,201 .;9 2.76 5.6 .69 5.16 ..................
T = 15°; W = 2,590 lb
-2.5
0.65 1.41o.2715,957o. _0 0.65 1.4!0.41 0.71 0.25 4,784-10.94 -2.0
.55 2.5 .25 il,226 . ;2 .63 1.6 .40 .73 .27 8711 .'_b
15145 86 261,o ilOl -171.5 ,50 2,249 1.
i. .45 1.15 .50 2,482 .... I1.02 1.8[ .56 3,097 -_7 1.ii ,----
•74 3.2 .56 2,602 ._8 1.06 -9 .47 1.10 .24! 557 1.09 -2.6
1.31 2.5 .55 5,822 .4.6 1.58 1.8 .45 1.49 .41 5,575 1.26 -2.5
.48 1.57 .291 1,589 1.21 -2.6
.49 1.75 .35 3,120 ........
.66 1.59 .17 1,485 ........
•50 1.96 .59!3,660 ........
.54 2.20 .55 3,581 .........
•56 2.65 .4-21 5,541 ........
•58 2.67 .5514,186 ........
.64 2.88 .2713,550 ........
• 71 5.09 .201 2,879 ........
.68 5.27 ..... 4,411 ........
I I
i0.45 1.6 0.16 966 0.79 0.45 1.6 o.2010.48 o.751 28i@.47 -2.4
1.04 2.1 .2512,667 1 43 1.07 .5 .2311.07 1.4512,667 .51 -5.7
1 46 3.5 .20 2,588 1.46 1.46 3.5 .261 1.55 1.5312,118 .63 -6.5
1.714.9 .22!2,270 98 1.71 4.9 .4012.08 .6711,242 .98 -4.9
1.92 6.1 .28 2,205 81 2.21 4.4 .4912.58 .4711,006 1.56 -3.4
1.9616.6 .54 2,105 69 2.56 4.0 .5612.96 .4411,580 1.81 -2.1
= 500; W = 2,55( ib
2.5
i0,65 1.5 0.28!1,00110 48 0.66 0.8 0.31 0.68 0.461 625 0.70 -2.6
1.6 1.06 .49 1,304 .82 -5.8•95 2.0 .2712,044 1 55 .98 .57
2.4 .45 2.o5 .71 5,569 1.13 -5.21.75 3.9 .54 4,593 73 1.95
;1.95_6.2 .50 5,568 78 2.22 .49 2.60 .5914,029
4.5 ........
,2.58 4.7 .... _t
'2.525.2 5.10 7 .63"562.873.24 ................
5.1 .55 5.49 .55 5.49 .50 4,94212'91i 4,9421 50 ........ ,
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TABLE III.- COEFFICIENT DATA FROM TESTS OF A 5-INCH-BEAM, 50 ° DEAD-RISE MODEL
At _ximum load At _-_ximum moment At maximum draft At exit
= 30; CA = ZO8
0.27 2.6 0.98 0.71 9.7 48.5 5.6 0.25]1.45 0.40 14.5 86.L!1.72 0,06 0.7111.6 ..........2,48 27.4
2.76 25.5 .30 3.2 1.02 .71 10.5 41.9 4.6 .30 [ 1.42 .55 15.2 72.8 1.75 .19 2.5 12.0
3.76 23.2 .46 5.9 1.25 ._ 12.7 36.5 7.7 .44 1.71 .55 17.5 ! 75.0 '2.18 .31 3.7 11.7
4.82 16.6 .66 10.8 1.25 .75 16.6 24.9 12.8 .65 1.69 .60 19.6 71.4 ,2.82 .36 5,2 112.8 ...........
5.54 21.0 ,80 11.1 1.42 .75 15.2 21.0 13.5 .80 1.73 .63 17.8 70.4 3.05 .40 2.2 5-5 ...........
6.26 14.6 .97 13.0 1.38 .72 14.8 18.5 15.2 .951.67 ,65 16.5 64.8 5.15 ._;3 4.2 8.8 ...........
8.06 14. 9 1.57 23.0 1.63 .74 16.0 14. 9 26.0 1.57 1.76 .72 16.9 50.8 3.73 .9i 10.4 11.4 ...........
= 60; CA = 208
2.64 54-9 0-57 5.5 1.18 0.51 9.1 54.9 5.4 0.57 1.18 0.51 9.1 65.7 1.50 0.26 2.1 8.1 i ...........
2.74 35.4 .37 3.2 1.36 .55 8.5 47.5 3.4 .35 1.58 .32 9.7 68.9 1.72 .23 2.0 8.7 ...........
6.05 28.4 .87 11.4 2.55 .59 13.1 43.5 12.7 .78 2.95 .55 16.2 6%.4 3.32 .49 8.0 16.3 ...........
7.81 19.0 1.32 16.7 2.27 .69 12.6 31.2 19.3 1.16 3.15 .40 i6.5 59.7 3.81 .57 7.6 15.2 ...........
8.95 19.6 1.51 19.9 2.56 .65 13.i 24.1 24.1 1.45 2.96 .55 16.5 63.2 4.25 .61 8.5 13.6 ...........
9.09 20.4 1.55 21.2 2.65 .67 15.8 26., 25.0 1.45 3.26 .51 17.4 61.2 4.47 .62 8.0 12.8 ...........
10.09 ! 18.0 1.75 22.2 2.52 .69 12.6 21.8 27.1 1.65 2.97 .59 16.3 60.3 4.62 ........................
11.48 18.0 2.08 52.1 2.98 .63 15.4 21.9 34.7 1.90 3.40 -55 18.1 51.6 4.91 ........................
12.27 18.0 2.52 36.0 3.04 ,65 15,4 21.6 40.6 2.18 5.48 .57 18,5 49.1 5.15 ........................
12.56 17.9 2.55 37.3 5.21 .62 15.8 20.0 58.7 2.52 3.46 -59 16.6 47.3 5.08 ........................
T = 9°) CA = 208
5.16 55.2 0.48 3.4 1.45 0.45 6.9 35.2 5.4 0.48
6.56 27.2 .95 9,0 2.37 ._ 9.4 39.9 9.4 ._
9.6* 19.7 1.61 15.5 2,71 .65 9.5 )1.8 _.5 1.43
9.69 19.0 1.67 16.5 2.71 .65 9.8 27.9 19.2 1.49
12._ 18.2 2.35 27.2 3.15 .65 11.5 24.7 29-5 2.17
13.25 15.5 2.51 25.4 2.93 .70 i0.0 25.4 32.7 2.14
14.26 15.9 2.83 32.1 5.06 .65 11.2 21.7 54.8 2.60
15.04 12.7 3.09 51.8 2.88 .75 10.1 21._ 53.8 2.79
17.88 11.8 5.75 40.3 5.09 .70 10.6 _.2 52.5 5.30
1.44 0.45 6.9 60.1 1.70 0.5' 2.7 7.2 ...........
2.88 .29 11.0 54.5 3.i0 .59 6.2 10.3 ...........
3.70 .38 14.1 54.4 4.50 .80 12.5 15.5 ...........
5.52 .47 12.7 54,5 4.42 .80 11,5 14.3 ...........
5.89 .47 15.4 48.3 5.01 1.17 16.5 13.8 ...........
4.19 .56 15,o 50.9 5,50 1.o7 16.5 15.0 ...........
3.82 .56 13.2 46.0 4.99 1.51 16.6 10.8 156.5 -0.18
4.22 .48 15.5 47.8 5.55 1.55 20.3 15.9 155.7 -.24
4.58 .49 15.6 42.9 6.04 ........................
= 90; C& = 530
2.52 58.0 0.55 4.2 1.90 0.57 7-5 80.8 4.9 0.55 2.25 0.18 9.1 101.5 2.52 0.46 4.0 8.6 ...........
4.40 44.6 1.00 ll.2 2.85 .60 ii.0 57.1 12.9 1.00 3.31 .45 12.7 96.5 3.96 .75 10.6 14.0 ...........
5.10 43.7 1.13 .... 2.93 -55 ................................. )8.6 4.24 ........................
6.47 45.0 1.59 22.5 3.91 .65 14.0 i9.6 24.8 1.47 4.78 .4116.7 9_.3 5.58 ........................
8.29 37.5 2.05 50.9 4.58 64 15.0 45.9 53.5 1.95 5.02 .53 16.9 84.8 6.57 ......................
63 81.7 6.73 ........................
8.63 37.0 2.21 35.1 4.52 [ 15.7 41.6 57.3 2.17 4.9_ .58 17.0 78.4 7.06 ........................i0.00 51.6 2.47 .... 4.47 .65 ................................
= 15°; C_ = 208
2.62 I 26"7 0"51 1.6 0.99 0._ 5.1 52.9 2,4 0.51 l.ll 0.41 4.7 45,2 1.25 0.48 1.6 i 3.2 108.0 -0.60
2.71 I 31.9 .54 2.7 1.06 .42 4.8 31.9 2.7 .54 1.06 .42 4.8 49.9 1.18 .43 1.0 i 2.2 109.7 -.52
2"94 I 53.2 .52 2.0 1.16 .41 5.7 44,9 2.2 .52 1,30 ,ll 1.5 48,8 i .50 .48 1,2 I 2.5 112,5 -.54
5144 5515 "62 2"7 1"41 "49 415 57"6 5"1 '61 1"49 "29 4"9 52"3 1"58 "52 2.0 5"7 115"6 --'59]
5 '_ 32"1 "75 4"0 1"79 '45 5'2 44"1 4"2 '75 2"02 "19 5"5 50'1 2"05 "651 2"8 4"2 115"7 --"58
6"26 27"0 1"02 6"5 2"03 "_ 6"1 41.4 7"6 '_ 2"56 "18 7'8 i 48 7 2"65 "84 6"4 7"4 i_'9 --"43
6"35 29"3 i.i0 7"1 2"55 '59 6'2 29"5 7"1 i'i0 2"55 "49 6.2 1 49'4 5"03 '90 5"6 ! 6'0 ...........
6"87 %2"0 I'21 8"0 2"75 "58 6"5 39"1 8"3 i'ii' 2'99 "21 7"2 49"8 5"06 '_ 5'6 6"3 124"5 --'42
6"89 26'9 i'24 8"8 2"54 '51 6'9 38"6 9'7 i'15 2"99 "21 8"2 47"0 3"08 "96 6" 5 6'6 123'4 --.46
7"27 24"7 1"55 8"1 2.47 "_ 5 "8 31"6 9"0 1"27 2"82 "55 6"8 55"4 5"10 '96 7"1 7"1 121"0 --'42
8"05 25'2 1.48 11"3 2"69 "54 7"4 31"8 ii" 9 1.43 5'13 '35 8"0 47"0 5"_ 1.04 8'4 7"8 124"7 --'44
9*22 20"2 1'78 13"5 2"63 _65 7'3 29'i 15"0 1"66 5"55 "42 8"7 46"7 3"85 1"16 Ii.i 9'2 128"7 --'35
9.27 22.5 1.76 15.4 2.99 .57 7-5 53.0 15.1 1.57 5.69 .51 9.5 48.0 4.02 1.16 10.3 8.5 129.5 -.37
9-35 25.7 1.79 15.0 5.31 .50 8.1 56.3 15.2 1.5_ 3.90 .26 9.6 48.3 4.09 1.16 12.0 9.9 127.0 -.40
9.69 19.7 1.75 10.3 2.76 .66 5-7 50.2 14.7 1.68 5.61 .56 8.5 46.9 4.04 1.15 10.5 8.9 124.1 -.41
9.81 22.6 1.76 15.7 5.22 .60 7-5 33.2 15.5 1.62 4.05 ._ 9.2 51.5 4.51 1.05 9.4 8.9 ...........
9.92 21.6 1.91 16.0 2.99 .59 8.1 31.7 17.9 1.77 3.75 -_ 9.7 50.5 4.12 1.04 10.7 9.9 156.5 -.52
9.gF 22.5 1.76 14.0 3.16 .56 7.7 33.0 15.8 1.61 5.94 .50 9.5 51.0 4.54 .99 9.4 9.1 ...........
i0.0 21.8 1.67 .... 2.86 .60 ................................ 49.3 5.97 .98 ........ 135.9 -.51
10.5 25.8 1.85 17.2 5.15 -57 9.0 55-7 18.9 1.65 4.02 .28 ll.O 47.6 4.31 1.26 14.8 11.5 153.9 -.39
11.54 19.1 2.17_17.4 5.20 .62 7.7 28.0 20.0 2.03 4.07 .40 9.5 49.6 4.74 1.18 12.0 9.8 15_.0 -.52
12.29 18.4 2.38 21.9 i.24 .64 8.9 28.5 22.0 2.12 4.25 .39 lO.t 49.1 4.96 1.24 15.0 lO.1 146.0 -.26
15.23 14.2 2.70 19.6 3.04 .76 7.0 22.5 25.9 2.63 4.16 .52 9-5 46.1 5.38 1.51 17.1 ii.0 140.7 -.27
15.65 20.4 2.69 25.6 5.85 .56 8.5 24.7 25,8 2.47 4.35 .45 i0.i 47. 5 5.32 1,36 14.0 10.0 139.8 -.29
14.29 16.7 5._ 22.2 5.41 .67 8.0 18.8 24.8 2.97 3,74 .65 8.6 45, 9 5.57 1,46 14,5 10.6 149.1 -.21
14.69 18.5 5.15 27.3 4.05 .62 8.4 20.5 28.7 2.94 5.54 .56 9-5 55.2 5.85 1,62 19.7 11.7 147.4 -._
16.48 15.6 5.5 h 30.5 5.74 .67 8.5 50.2 55.6 2.80 5.61 .28 11.9 45.8 6.06 1.65 20.4 12.o 144.0: -.2o
16.95 17.7 5,_ 52,4 4.08 .65 9.1 20*5 54.2 5.25 4.51 *55 10,2 45,2 6.22 1.76 20.9 ii,5 150.5 i -.20
117.20 13.5 5,71 54.1 3.55 .69 8.9 17,8 37.4 5.66 4.29 .59 9.9 43.1 6.16 1.83 21.3 ii.2 141.0 I -._
18.61 14. 7 4.23 39.9 4.06 .69 9.1 20.7 44.5 3.85 5.14 .51 ll.2 41.5 6.62 2.18 27.8 12,5 141.4 -.17
20-55 11.8 4.48 39.9 5.61 .71 8.6 16.9 46.6 4.18 4.68 .56 10,8 42.0 6.75 2.06 20.2 9.5 157.5 -.16
:6
TABLE III.- COEFFICIENT DATA FROM TESTS OF A 5-INCH-BF_M, 30 ° DEAD-RISE MODEL - Concluded
7o, At maximum load
3.2135.70.682.111.561 )._ 5.81_1.3
5.42 29.41±.25 8.512.36 .58 b.41 _2.3
8.76 33.9 1.96 18.414.01 .47 9.0153.9
L0.19121.9 2.22 18.313.29 .68 _5.0155.0
L1.00127.2 2.50 -_4.614.30 .56 9.b127.2
L5.73130.2 `5.03 54.815.:m .47 _:.i157.5
L5.42119.73.76 57.614.56 .67 9.7128.l
Lt5.5_-I19.1 4.35 ,6.015.06 .66 Z0.2129.Z
I I
3.15153.410.751 3.712.13 0.`57 4.7171.91
3.5914`5.2 .861 .... 12.LO .5O ..........
4.94140.711.181.312.82 .48 6.8154.31






Z0.7`5127.6, 2.52120.514.20 .62 8.7130._I




2.22 39.71 .o2! 2.41 1.27'
2.58158.1i .81 4._l.91
3.6_ 53.4 .94 7.4 2.41_
3.67 35.7 .9`5 5.5 1.78
4.3_ 54.`511.26 9.7 `5.15
2.52 36.2 1.18 8.3 2,28
6.01 40.9 1.56 13,1 3.18
6.0_ 30.911.69 14.9 2.52
6.4% 42.611.77 15.8 `5.61
7.71 35.21 2.01 18.5 3.77
8.6i 32.`51 2.29 19.9 4.02
8.9_ 3.6.01 2.`53 21.4 4.23
i0.2_ `50.512.70 27.4 4.39


















2.75_o.90.68 2.1:.080-47771`50_ _.,6.24 34.5 1.42 5.4 2.49 .2513.3 41._ .
9._o3o.7:.9_9.03.50.`5314.l`50:192,13.07 23.7 2.71 16.1 4.101 .48 t 5.2 2`5/
:7.85:8.513-89127.84.6i .571 6-2123.1 25.'
20911:>814.2q29.614701.6_16.012,.,`5`5:,
T
2.22 52.2 0.9(; 1.6 1.52 0.37 1.5 58.5[ 1.5
3.59 47-011.2_ 4.7 2.2'7 .21 3.2 50.7| 4.{
7.1l 46.412.21113._4.ml .46 5.`5 56.`511`5-_
8.8o 36.2/2.8,_/18.24.6: .6_ 5.6 45.2[19.4
9.97 45.l[2.9_- .... 5.7c .4,_ ........ I----
11.3M 38.513.4o/24.q 6.0_1 .5_'1 6.:157.7126.4
L° 97 40 7 `5 64 27 4 6 9: 51 6 5 58 9 `55 I_I / tilt[
At ms_xlmum moment I At maximum draft At exit [
Cm I CL C_d FC_]c_I C t C d CL Cm Cep C t C_ I
-r = 15°; C A = 300
.....
8.2 [.:61->.891 .321 o.e_ i7.013.09 .92 6.4 6.6 ......
18.4 L.961_.ull.4719.ci_9.71_.U51L.301L`5.4110.01.....
->3.8 _.l`51*.b_l .431LO._;l _9.91 5.451L.`59118.01 12.51 .....
_>4.6 _>.501_-.301 .561 q _ _ i9.51 5.8611.4]-116.21 il.21 ..........
59.m _>.9015.211 .55113.('I_9.416.911L.45119.5113.01 ..........
_8.0 5.7615.861 -47_12._I _4.31 7._iI .........................
59.: L_.0816.721 .*_,L4._,I>1._18.071 .........................
= 15°; CA = 200
4.010.7o12.3310.o61 5.574.0 2.3510.661 `5.51 5.1]176.5-0.58
........................ 68.4 2.52 .751 ......... 1180.1 -.4_
9.11l.i413.261 .281 7-7 69.5 3.46 .971 7.51 7.51186.l -.47
6.611.3013.531 .511 4.9 72.l 4.`57 .9`51 5.51 `5.4_ ..........
13.91:._-oi4.201 .291 9.2 76.6 4.50 .95l 8.21 8.31 ..........
12.`511.59_4.311 .481 7.- 76.9 5.`50 .91l 6.31 6.6_ ..........
19.912.08 4.291 .551 9._ 71.5 5.6511.10111.21 9.81 ..........
24.91 2.0`5 5-791 .29111._, 76.0 6.3511.24114.4111.`51 ..........
25.612.55 5.951 -571 9.' 74.3 5.68 .771 4.81 6.01 ..........
25._12.52 4.451 .5_3110.) 75.2 6.8411.14112.2111.51 ..........
`50.`512.17 6.471 .19115. _ 68.6 6.7`511.421 18.71 12.81 ..........
34.71 2.63 6.231 .3Yll2. ' 73.4 7.2`5 z.>t19.31:3.9[ ..........
41.412.9`5 6.631 .37113._ 70.2 7.59 ......................
"r = 15°; C A = 550
11.4 0.57 1.52 0.44 19.} 8g.c 1.71 0.4_ 9 _[18.6 194.{ I _0 _ 6_
2.9.6o1.52.474.,83..-:.75.5:1"_
4.9 .81 1.91 .35 5.)83._ 2.07 2.%" I=1 ::#
198._
_ • 7 _
:94.71_.487-5 .89 2.6_ .22 8.L 82.512.76 o.,-I U.O ..... , .....
6.l .88 2.5_ .18 6. _ 88._ 2.64 :5_: l._l 2.5 204._ -.52
`5.57 9-_ 220._10.3 1.23 3.`5_ .32 8.L 78._ 1.1_( _-5 -.45
9.9 i.L8 2.7C .48 7.) 82A 3.28 .8( 4.4 5.`5 209.( -._5
13.5 1.47 3.6_ .`56 8._ 80._ 4.19 1.0i 9-_ 8.7 ..........
15.8 1.69 2.8_ .53 9.)i72.i 3.81 I.Z.=IO.: 8.5 ..... ]/ ..... [
17.01.743.8_ .479.:I_1. (. 4.701.1_ if.: 9.1 ..........21.1 1.94 4.5_ .39 10.5179._15.27 1.2_ 13._ 10.5 ..........
25.7 2.04 5.6.= .`57 12.0187.(_6.41 1.2(|14.] 12.1 [__-_-_-_:].....
`51.2 2.3816.1(i .34,12.7184H]6.90 1.2( 16 'I_12"7 .....
40.2 2.49,6.<i.`55__4._85.z/7.41 :8::I_24_ .....52.8,`546_.<,.7414.:_.: -:-:! , :-2. /;._ : ........ :
-r = `500; CA = 208 i
o._Ii0_,o2212_I`586,ll6,O<o: o:,_ I-o.62!
z.3912.561 .o_ _ 2141.812.5611.3!I 6." 4.21 92.11 -.691
I -.6o1.9813.501 .351 4 li`59.91`5.7311.8(I 7._ 3._I 9_._ 48 II
2.7114.101 ._e 5 2 43.0 4.9811.8'.1 8._ 4.11105.!
3.67 5.3l_ .4Z 6 1 41.2 6.:912.l_111." 4.,_111_.a -.321
4.0_,6.221_,I72p0.2!7.10!2.72!22.,,17.01130.,- _oi
i
= 30°; CA = 530 !
o11.22 2.35 .35 / 3 _: ; 2.5h 1.11 5.0 2.3 154.:
16.11 6.61:87.i
4.63 .28 5 5 1 , 4.91 2.1:L4.6 5.9 .....5.52 .451 6 C12.8]. 73.it 6.2_ 2.17
',;-:__-:_l--::l-_il 175"_6.m 2.2: ..........
75.'7.7?_.`5.:8-91-6-91-....
58.' `5.5'p5_18.371.2518_ ,18.37 1`55.4/8.6,.....
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TABLE IV.- EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM TESTS OF FIAT-BOTTOM (0 ° DEAD RISE) 5-1NCH- AND 8-1NCH-BEAM MODELS
At contact At maximum load At maximum draft At exlt
Vo, Zo, Xo, 7o, t, CL ni CL z, Cd _' C_ Cm Ccp C t nI CL Cd
fps deg sec ft f b sec ft sec fps
T = 3o; W = 1,196 ib; CA = 62.5; b = 8 in.
9-5 O.54 0.21 D.19 0.28 2.1 0.65 1,771 O.9 4.3 O.247 3O.5 0.27 0.11
6.8 .52 .5O .34 .5O 3.1 .70 2,762 3.4 6.9 -359 28.4 .28 .27
8.1 1.02 .58 .42 .65 4.3 .6& 5,_63 4.3 7.5 .274 28.2 -57 .32
1.12 .91 .46 .68 5.0 .68 6,728 7.1 7.8 .291 25.1 .56 .46
1.07 .98 .47 .70 4.7 .68 6,572 7.8 8.0 .305 24.6 .56 .51
= 30; W = 2,472 Ib; CA = 133.7; b = 8 in.
0.30 o.24 o.140.222.6 ).892,384 i.i 4.80.39315o.3 o.19 o.15
.27 .22 .26 .592.2 .752,1511.1 k.8 .3634518 .17 .14
.40 .29 .55 .80 2.4 .56 5,554 2.7 9.3 .162 20.5 .36 .29
•33 .41 .29 .433-3 .83 5,2992.56.1 .41942.8 .25 .31
.36 .45 .35 .493.5 .804,562 5.57.4 .41142.0 .27 .34
.51 .48 .55 .5O 5.2 .815,5185.36.9 .091 8.3 .25 .56
.43 .54 .59 .58 3.6 .74 5,710 4.4 8.0 .09C 9.1 ,32 .40
.68 .80 .55 .79 4-7 .71 11,9(9, 8.6 10.7 ,091 9.5 .41+ .52
I = 6o W = 1,156 ib; CA = 62.5; b = 8 In.
0.74 0_50 0.28 0.42 1.9 0.94 2,599 1.4 4. 5 0.186 15.2 0.55 0.22
1.07 .68 .45 .68 ........ 3,928 3.2 4.7 .245 16.2 .60 .38
1.52 .85 .52 .78 5.2 .65 5,229 4.4 5.1 .265 17.1 .60 .39
1.50 1.25 .6_ .95 6.9 .73 5,276 6.6 5.2 .327 17.3 .55 .51
= 60; W = 1,912 ib; CA = 105.4; b = 8 in.
0.520.}40.550.552.5!0.663,514 1.7 5.00.268 i5.1 0.40 0.26
.63 .80 .52 -79 k.6, .77 k,742 4.7 5.9 .385 34.0 .33 .42
.75 1.20 .64 .96 5.7i .76 6,505 7-9 6.6 .423 53.k .54 .54
•791.62 .66 .996.3 .77 6,70510.86.6 .46832.7 -35 .72
= 60; W = 2,472 lb; CZ_ = 155.7; b = 8 in.
0.390.520.320.472.30.70 2,6281.5 4.10.294 _6.8 0.33 0.26
.23 .75 .55 .80 2.4 .72 2,379 4.7 6.3 -570 }5.9 .15 .50
•_ .65 .54 .824.2 .754,o21 5.6 5.5 .45140.2 .27 .40
.65 .78 .60 .894.8 .73 6,3844.86.1 .39740.6 .35 .44
.53 .95 .60 .90 4.5 .75 6,166 6.7 7.0 .452 58.4 .28 .51
•49 1.02 .65 .97 4.6 .75 6,115 7.7 7.5 .510 4-0.1 .28 .60
•65 1.14 .70 1.04 5-5 .77 7,550 8.1 7.0 .477 40.9 .32 .56
.83 1.51 .78 1.17 6.8 .74 10,428 11. 5 7.6 .470 39.5 .57 .68
.62 1.46 .75 i.i0 6.4 .76 7,276 10.4 7.L .512 38.0 .31 .73
•921.67 .921.387.1 .7012,37513.68.1 .46939.5 .36 .66
1.072.00 .871.308.4 .7313,91015.6 7.8 .51342.8 .39 .72
= 6o; W = 935 ib; CZI = 208; b = 5 in.
0.620.430.120.262.90.681,8063.2 7.5'0.29062.20.230.16
.63 .56 .18 .43 3.6 .74 1,8_0 4.3 7.6 .295 55.9 .31 .28
.86 i.O2 .34 .815.5 .74 3,118 9.5 9.3 .32355.1 .40 .47
1.311.82 .451.098.6 .836,12221.912.0 .35952.9 .48 .67
-953.37 .781.887.2 .71 4,827 h4.015.0 .44141.8 .561.9'
T = 6o; W = 2,455 ibj C_ = 51_4; b = 5 in.
0.580.720.761.835.00.625,8267.29.90.45695-33.270.51
•58 .92 .82 1.973.7 .674,0599.6,10.4 .51596.1 .19 ._7
-391.231.092.614.1 .67 5,54517.113.8 ....................
.271.821.092.62 4.8 .76 3,68g_24.313.3 .67074.8 .271.79
2.032.071.191.746.8 .77 ...... !......... 90575.6 .792.96
T = 15°9 W = 1,156 ib_ CZX = 62.5; b = 8 in.
1.050.420.2601 uC 1.O 3.282,_7 1.2 21810.13616.60.8_ 0.36
1.14 .6& .45 .67 2-7 .50 2,717 2.0 5.01 .178 18.5 [i03 .5_
1.57 .76 .55 .83 3.5 .52 5,451 2.5 3.I .192 20.1 1.10 .61
1.16 1.08 .67 l.OC 5.0 .6_ 5,259 3.9 5.5 .250 20.1 .84 -79
1.361.41 '.811.9C 6.0 i_ 4,781 6.34.3 .26520.2 .89 .91
.871.62 .821.225-5 .69 5,053 7.04.2 .34990.4 .52 .96
1.571.96 .8C 1.217.5 .704,003 8.04.0 .32320.2 .41 .63
1.392.23 .851.2_ 7.1 .655,18_ i0.94.7 .32319.7 .721.16
1.562.77 .851.5; 8.7 .75 4,60311.94.1 .37020.4 .521.C_
1.272.85 .861.3_ 8.7 .73 4,65712.54.3 -35919.4 .55 l.lh
= 15°; W = 1,574 ibj C_ = 85.1; b = 8 in.
0.6510.400.240.5611.70.521,775 1.02.40.18422.C ........
i.i_ .87 .57 .865.8 .574,605 5.4 3.8 .22425.0 .....
1.Ii 1.62 .8._ 1.256.5 .715,4537.64.5 .52324.3--61 .3_
.525.50 i9_ 1.46 519 .78 2,919 18.7 5.2 .658 22.3 .2_ 1.5_
8'9-.5 5-3 82.5 2.29 0-077
52.8 4-5 )2.6 _ l 89 10_
68.8 6.7 68.5 5.61 .079
57.5 715 57.1 7.25 -075 6.5
_.2 7,0 55,8 7-38 .078 6._
85.3 I 2.9 85.3 1.97 0.055
6.8
84.0 2.9 8410 2 ._ i095 ii.7
_.3 _.5 84.2 2,_ .162 20.5
68.1 3-9 68.0 5.51 .o84 8.6
68.01 4.2 67-9 3.51 .091 9.3
60.64.0 60.53.77 .o918.3
67.54.967.44.17 .0909.1
6918 6.7 69,4 5.50 .091 9-5
81.0 5.6 81.0 2.54 0.098 11.9
65.1 6.6 _ I 7 5 " _ " O} 7"8
6_.6i 811 _ " [ 7'21 ,074 7"2
52.8 9.4 5210 10.31 ,077 6i[
82i$ 318 82.5 2.65 0.109 13.5
51_'2 5"9 58.9 5.76 .098 8.7
52.7 7.4 52.2 8.10 .095 7.4
46.6 8.2 45.e 10.15 .088 6.1
8316 5.5 [J5 + by I 2.26 0.109 1317
42101 3.4 41.e 4.65 .180 1115
62.21 5._ 61.5 5,35 .i11 10.4
68,1I 6.6 67,{ 5.51 ii02 IO. i$
56,61 6,0i56.5 6,03 .I15 917
52 I_ ! 6'2 }2ili 6._ i120 9.4
57.1 7.2 56.7 7.25 .i07 9.2
56.1 9.1 55.4 9,54 .I00 8.4
49.4 8.4 _8.7 9.83 .108 8.0
5612 [0.2 95.2 [0.42 .i09 9.2
55,6 11.5 _4._ 11.91 .0877.5
89.4 4.2 89.5 2.71 0.090 19.3
78.91 4.9 78.7 3.'_9 .085 16.1
68.4 7,4 68.0 6,17 .085 15,6
65.2110.5[62.3 9.55 .069 10,5
i0 i614._C .11239._/lO.lp8.2
87.1 4.8 87.0 3,15 0.176 36.8
77.7 5-5 77.5 5.07 .170 31.7
68.1 6.1 67.8 5.i5 .205 35.5
46.5 6.2 46.1 7-70 .190 21.2
62.} 8.8 61.7 8,08 .150 22.4
81.6 5.6 81.5 2.59 0.106 13.0
69.3 5.4 69.1 4.50 .103 10.7
69.7 6.7 69.3 5.55 .i02 10.7
53.7 7.8 52.6 8.43 .105 8.5
51.3 9.5 50.4 10.63 .105 8.2
38,9 7.9 57.1 i2.o5 .119 7.0
41.710.440.414.48 .o8@ 5.,=
40.7 ii.059.215.72 .0935.7
36.7 ii.9 34,7 18.93 .085 4.7
35.9 12.0 33.9 19.52 .0_44"5
79.83.579.72-570.11413.6
68.66.668.35.53 .11211.5
50.1 9.249.310.55 .114 8.6
23.3 7.522.018.81 .15 c 5.£
0.38 0.58 0.767 -oi7
.71 l i07 ..........
.8o 1.19 ..........




i76 _ i 28 ..........
.79 1.19 ..........
i 8_ _ . e_ ..........
.88 1.51 ..........
•97 1.46 ..........
1.13 1.70 ..... '....
0.56 0,5_!_.455 -1.8
,78 1.16 .684 ....
,95 1.43:.772 -2.3
1.58 2.0 7 '[ .130 i2,0
0.53 0.8o 0.689 -1.7
1.07 1.60 1.135 -1.2
1.43 2.14 1.402 -i.0
1.69 2-53 1.488 -1.2
o.51 o.76 0.792 -1.4
•95 1.93 ..........
1.131.701.520 -1.2





1.80 2.70 1.752 -.8
1.9i' 2.% ..........
2.2e 3.42 ..........
!0.50 o.7i 0.677 -1.1
.9C 1.20 .89o -1,0
.8_ 2,12 ..........
1.37 1.30 ..........





!0.24 0.43 0.309 -2.6
.5_ .82 .418 -3.2
• 7( l ,05 I_)5 I_ I0
i.o_ 1.9_ .6_o -3.5
1.26 1.88 .685 -3.7
1.3( 2.05 .976 -2.4
1.01 2.27 .896-3,5
1.5812.37 .917 -3.7
,1._ 2._ 1.117 -}i1
;1.8812.83 i.i0_ -3.2
0.29 0.43 0.598 -i.7
.78 1.16 .529 -3.6
1.47 2.21 i_h -5.6
2 i _8 _ • 28 ..........
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TABLE IV.- EXP_ITAL DATA FROM TESTS OF FIAT-]K)q'90M (0 ° DEAD RISE) 5-IN :H- AND 8-1NC}{-BEAM MODELS - Concluded
At contact At m&xlmum ioexl
os 1 ' "'o, o, I o, 70, t t, % I _± 1% _' ca % c_ °p I_B ps leg _ 8ec ft ps 't-lb I lec i
T = 15 °) W = 1,912 ib; C A = 103.4; b = 8 in.
1.7i}.616 _.55i<M401 ._I.sd .31,471_.7k4612,9_15i}.01:.179,;
9-41 b.91 9.1 5.681] .112111.71 .011 .93] .6} .94iI .}J .63i 4,790 i 5.5i 3.61 .2421 -_
5.01 9.41 4.2 9.891 .il_l 9.41 .07i ..57) .92 ..581( .51 .69 6,512 7.51 4,61 .}}41-"
t_.8i .69, I;
6.31 7.91 5.1117.51i .1591 6.51 .481 ,.071 .13 ..691( ._[ .78 5,014 :.5.11
T = 150; W = 2,472 ib; 0A = 133.7; b --'8 in.
.1_0 5.01 _91,,.501,._1, 5o1:.91t.532,9_ lol }.o1_.2-_ol.
_.2 3.61 _}.2 2.48
8.2 6.81 ,7.9 5.71
0.6 7.01 _o.1 7.92
6.9 9.71 ,6.1 9.78
9.9 8.ol ,9.1 11.51
6.5 -2.51 i5.1 12.80
0.4 .2.01 9.0 15.@0
1.8 8.01 <).8 14.57
4.7 L2.21 5.0 15.77
2.4 8.91 il.2 15.98
0.8 L±.*J i9.2 16.15
2.0 w.oi <).5 17.45
'7.9 ..... _5.9 i18.61
,7.4 kz.zl )5.4 I19.01
i
_8.6 4.4 )8.5 2.85
'9.5 5.1 [9.4 3.71
i8.4 7.5 _8.o 6.2_
i2.4 [0.5 51.5 9.7 ,_
19.6 [0.7 58.2 .5.66
5.6 5.6 0 IO.OG
5.3 5.} o _o.oc
7.} 7.3 0 _._
9.1 9.1 o K).OC




























38.1_ I £_., 36,9





..03U .oi .68 _,856 5.61 3.61 .5051.
.._.811 .9_ .62 4,620 _._I 4.51 .4071.
,681_,._t .67 7,288 7.81 4.71 .5721.
L.7711,._ .71 _-,746 .0.41 4.7i .._-01
L591' -*, .59 .3,}95 .4.01 5.9! .}751
_.461,_._51 .57 _2,419 L7.01 6.1_ .4251
_.011,>.01 .75 },786 .}.01 I+.9i .6901
_.h71 '.01 .58 L2,_01 -_!.01 0.41 .4951
_).121 ).51 .70 6,199 _.51 9.8[ -.6771
_._-31%21 .6} L0,126 _±.II 6.21 .5401
_.171 '.OI .7} 5,718 L9.91 5.61 .6_I
.i18 2.11 .781 .961 .69 1
.176 .5.4 1 .651 ..411 .9_ 1
.1}7 .i.71 .911 .._iI: ._I
.170 .0.21 .591L151: .1_I
.165 .4.01 .521 -'.571:.99 I
.16} .2.5t .201 -'.711: ._ t
.190 9.11 .451 ].551:.5_I
.16_ .i.01 .±_, _.28li..05l
.i_ 9.01 .bSl_.i_.l .*±t
.170 .0.41 .9_1 _.501 -021
.170 8.21 .501 _.371 ..451
.16_ 9.51 .021_.081 ..671_.5Ol '.81 .65 L1,578 -_.61 6.5[ .5281
.1% _.91 ._i_.261 ..,b912.5}1L61 .70 L1,}67 _8.21 6._ .5271
= 15°; W = 933 1b; C A = 208; b = 5 :n.
x0951-_0.2 _.eelo.621 >.}61_.8_-_.7 >.611 _1 1.612.50.leO
.1371-_6.2 .85 .741 .561[.33 _L4 .4_1 1.59_1 3.11 _.1 .25O
.125190.5 ..0711.271 .76][.81 _.5
.1281 L9.2 ..4512.0_1 ..0912.62 5.2
.15el L2.9 .991}.48] ..2513.00 f.4
.4921 4._ .101 .... , .... , .... _.6
.5151 6.5 .171 .... , .... , .... _._
.7_1 t}.1 .631 ............... 6
• 571 2.9,5_1 7.81 6.0 .27}
• 591 _.5641[6.01 7.6 .274
.691 5,149128.61 7.9 .451
.721 _z_, .... , 2.9 .....
.611 5(591 .... , 5.8 .....
._11 }.9101 .... ,L9.5 .....
At m&xlmum dr_ft At e_ t
• i
_' I 0 _. I z,
-t m 1%Ift i aI,oo,
_.91711 ,.471 ._l ,.5_1 ._0812.,
5.21 .841 .771 .891..541 .5_'Jl 5.6
7.61 .70] _.021 .561-'.5_1 ,8791 }.7


































.631 .561 ._11.53 .516 -3.:
.611 .72l L.0012.39 .655 -3.(
.86t1.221L.4513.47 .751 -5.!
.4111.461 -_.10!5.18 L.695 -5.1





.52t}lLl.5 ._I ......... , .... 5.z ._, 5.014I .... ,Lit.7[ .....
.5251L3.6 _.221 .............. LC .19] 7.86_1 .... ]L6.0 .....
= 15°; W = 2,1_55 ib; CA = [9_/_; b = , in.
>.1_137.41).5}11.o51o.7} 1 m 7_ ,  l .4712,9_91 5.8l 5.} ).}}-_
.242t_.61 .51tl.2711.0_ 2.4<. __i_ .481 3 _0 8.1 6.2 .42-_
.256158.01 ._212.o111.47 3.5; *'_'1 ._, 5,6215117.8l 8.6 .5o6
.215152.21 .8213.1o11.93 4.6_ 6.( .61 9,o19155.211o.3 .4_
_.4 i ,_I ,,.2921 5.7312.57 6.11 6.b .59 8.777182.0113.8 .676
•r = 30°; C&. = 1
'591.....I .I ..I°171....I ..II ...I ....I....i .....I .1 ..1 ..I ..1 ..1 ...I .
= 500; W = 1,156 ib; CA = 62.5; b = 8 in.
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= 0°; b = 8 in.
= 0°; b = 5 in.
= 30o; b = 5 in. L-58-2_58
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Figure 2.- Typical time histories of impact loads and motions of a
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Figure 5.- Typical variations of coefficient data with initial flight-
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Figure 4.- Typical time histories of impact loads and motions of a
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Figure 7.- Variation of coefficients reduced by beam-loading factors
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